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Many patients with social anxiety disorder (SAD) experience inadequate symptom relief from available treatments. Ketamine is a potent N-
methyl-D-aspartate receptor antagonist with a potentially novel mechanism of action for the treatment of anxiety disorders. Therefore, we
conducted a double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled crossover trial in 18 adults with DSM-5 SAD and compared the effects between
intravenous ketamine (0.5 mg/kg over 40 min) and placebo (normal saline) on social phobia symptoms. Ketamine and placebo infusions
were administered in a random order with a 28-day washout period between infusions. Ratings of anxiety were assessed 3-h post-infusion
and followed for 14 days. We used linear mixed models to assess the impact of ketamine and placebo on anxiety symptoms. Outcomes
were blinded ratings on the Liebowitz Social Anxiety Scale (LSAS) and self-reported anxiety on a visual analog scale (VAS-Anxiety). We also
used the Wilcoxon signed-rank test to compare the proportion of treatment responders. Based on prior studies, we defined response as a
greater than 35% LSAS reduction and 50% VAS-Anxiety reduction. We found ketamine resulted in a significantly greater reduction in
anxiety relative to placebo on the LSAS (Time×Treatment: F9,115= 2.6, p= 0.01) but not the VAS-Anxiety (Time×Treatment:
F10,141= 0.4, p= 0.95). Participants were significantly more likely to exhibit a treatment response after ketamine infusion relative to placebo
in the first 2 weeks following infusion measured on the LSAS (33.33% response ketamine vs 0% response placebo, Wilcoxon signed-rank
test z= 2.24, p= 0.025) and VAS (88.89% response ketamine vs 52.94% response placebo, Wilcoxon signed-rank test z= 2.12, p= 0.034).
In conclusion, this proof-of-concept trial provides initial evidence that ketamine may be effective in reducing anxiety.
Neuropsychopharmacology (2018) 43, 325–333; doi:10.1038/npp.2017.194; published online 11 October 2017
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INTRODUCTION

Social anxiety disorder (SAD) affects approximately 12% of
adult Americans and is defined as a ‘marked and persistent
fear of one or more social situations,’ causing impairment
and distress (Kessler et al, 2005). SAD (also known as social
phobia) typically negatively impacts academic achievement,
work productivity, social relationships, and quality of life
(Lipsitz and Schneier, 2000; Taylor et al, 2015; Taylor et al,
2016; Taylor et al, 2017a) and is associated with subsequent
development of depression, alcoholism, and cardiovascular
disease (Kessler, 2003; Kessler et al, 2005). Roughly one-third
to one-half of patients with SAD do not experience
significant clinical benefit from current evidence-based
treatment for SAD such as pharmacotherapy with selective
serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRI) or venlafaxine and
cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) (Kelly et al, 2014; Roy-
Byrne et al, 2010; Taylor et al, 2015; Taylor et al, 2017b).
Inadequate anxiety relief in patients with SAD is a source of

substantial morbidity, distress, and decreases in quality of
life. Novel pharmacological treatments are needed to
improve outcomes in patients with SAD (Liebowitz et al,
2016; Taylor et al, 2015; Taylor et al, 2017b).
Converging lines of evidence from neuroimaging and

pharmacological studies support the importance of glutamate
abnormalities in the pathogenesis of SAD (Freitas-Ferrari
et al, 2010). In a magnetic resonance spectroscopy study, an
elevated glutamate to creatinine ratio was found in the
anterior cingulate cortex of SAD patients when compared to
healthy controls (Phan et al, 2005). Anterior cingulate
glutamate/creatinine level was also positively correlated with
severity of social anxiety symptoms (Phan et al, 2005). Others
have documented elevated thalamic glutamine levels in
patients with SAD (Pollack et al, 2008). Furthermore, pre-
clinical rodent studies have established a strong link between
glutamate regulation and anxiety (Domi et al, 2016; Donahue
et al, 2014; Johnson et al, 2005; McGowan et al, 2017; Walker
and Davis, 2002).
Ketamine is a potent antagonist of the N-methyl-D-

aspartate receptor, a major type of glutamate receptor in
the brain (Gould et al, 2017). Ketamine is routinely used for
anesthetic induction because of its dissociative properties. In
addition to these dissociative properties, multiple controlled
clinical studies indicate that ketamine effectively reduces
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symptoms of depression and is particularly effective in
anxious depression (Ionescu et al, 2014). In controlled clinical
studies ketamine has produced a rapid antidepressant effect
in unipolar and bipolar depression (Abdallah et al, 2016;
Berman et al, 2000; Carreno et al, 2015; Dwyer et al, 2017;
Krystal et al, 2013; Maeng and Zarate, 2007; Milak et al, 2015;
Murrough et al, 2013a; Murrough et al, 2013b; Niciu et al,
2014; Sanacora et al, 2016; Valentine et al, 2011; Zarate et al,
2006). Ketamine’s antidepressant effects peak 1 day following
infusion and typically dissipate 1–2 weeks after a single
infusion (Kishimoto et al, 2016). Ketamine’s antidepressant
effect is observed long after ketamine has been metabolized
and excreted from the body and after ketamine’s sedative and
dissociative effects have dissipated (Krystal et al, 2013).
Several clinical studies suggest that ketamine may also

have significant anxiolytic effects. Adults with major
depressive disorder given a single ketamine infusion have
shown significant reductions in comorbid anxiety symptoms.
One trial with 11 depressed subjects demonstrated a
significant reduction in anxiety symptoms (Hamilton
Anxiety Rating Scale (HAM-A)) following ketamine infusion
(mean HAM-A score pretreatment 23.4± 6.5; mean HAM-A
score after 230 min 14.3± 7.8; t(9)= 3.39, po0.01, Effect
Size= 1.4) (Salvadore et al, 2009). Ketamine’s anxiolytic
effects have also been supported by placebo-controlled trials
which demonstrated that the psychic anxiety item on the 21-
item HAM-D significantly improved after ketamine infusion
(compared to saline); the psychic anxiety item was one of
only four items to improve (Zarate et al, 2006). Randomized,
placebo-controlled trials also suggest the possible benefit of
ketamine for treating symptoms of obsessive-compulsive
disorder (OCD) and post-traumatic stress disorder (Feder
et al, 2014; Rodriguez et al, 2013). Given the positive results
of these studies, we conducted a double-blind, randomized,
placebo-controlled crossover study to investigate the efficacy
and time course of action of intravenous ketamine in the
treatment of SAD.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Overview

We conducted a double-blind, randomized, placebo-
controlled crossover trial in 18 adults with SAD and
compared the effects of intravenous ketamine (dosed
0.5 mg/kg over 40 min) on social anxiety symptoms com-
pared to placebo (normal saline). A power analysis based on
ketamine’s antidepressant effects was used to determine the
sample size of 18 (Murrough et al, 2013a; Zarate et al, 2006).
All participants met Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition (DSM-5) criteria for SAD.
Ketamine and placebo infusions were administered in a
random order with a 28-day washout period between
infusions. That is, each participant received either ketamine
or placebo infusion on Day 0; then on Day 28 the participant
received whichever infusion they did not get on Day 0. The
study was conducted from 2014 to 2016 at Yale University in
New Haven, CT. Randomization was conducted by the Yale
Investigational Drug Service and kept separate from any
other investigators involved in the trial. All procedures were
approved by the Yale Human Investigation Committee.

Inclusion Criteria and Recruitment

Inclusion criteria were: (1) Male or female (post-menopausal,
surgically sterile or negative pregnancy test at screening and
agreement to utilize an established birth control including
complete abstinence during the testing period) between the
ages of 18 and 65 years old; (2) Meet DSM-5 criteria for SAD
by structured clinical interview for DSM-5 (SCID) and have
a Liebowitz Social Anxiety Score (LSAS) score460
(Heimberg et al, 1999; Liebowitz, 1987; Mennin et al,
2002), which are typically seen in patients with at least
moderate social anxiety. No other lifetime DSM-5 Axis I
diagnoses by SCID were allowed, with the exception of
comorbid anxiety and mood disorders; (3) Stable psychiatric
medications. Patients must have had stable doses of all
psychiatric medications for the month prior to treatment and
have been on stable doses of SSRIs, SNRIs, and clomipra-
mine for at least 2 months prior to study enrollment.
Medications prescribed ‘as needed’ for anxiety (ie not taken
regularly) were discontinued for the duration of the trial; (4)
Not currently receiving cognitive behavioral therapy; (5)
Medically and neurologically healthy. Individuals with stable
medical problems and medications (eg, oral hypoglycemics)
were included if their medications had not been adjusted in
the month prior to entry; (6) No current substance use
disorder diagnoses by SCID (excluding tobacco) and urine
toxicology screen negative for drugs of abuse; (7) Able to
provide written informed consent according to the Yale
Human Investigation Committee guidelines.
Patients were recruited through clinicaltrials.gov, outreach

to local anxiety peer support groups, and word of mouth.
Participants were assessed for eligibility using a phone screen
and a subsequent in-person medical and psychiatric
evaluation.

Assessments

Assessments were conducted pre-infusion, 3-h post-infusion,
and days 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10 and 14 post-infusion. The primary
self-report outcome of the trial was self-rated anxiety on a
visual analog scale (VAS) scored 0 (‘not at all anxious’)–100
(‘as anxious as you could possibly be’) (Aitken, 1969).
Subjects also completed the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory
State Subscale (STAI-S) (Barnes et al, 2002; Spielberger,
1983). The primary clinician-rated outcome was LSAS,
scored 0–144, to measure social anxiety at each assessment
point. The LSAS (Heimberg et al, 1999; Mennin et al, 2002),
VAS (Cella and Perry, 1986; Davey et al, 2007; Williams et al,
2010), and STAI-S (Spielberger, 1983) have demonstrated
reliability and validity. LSAS scores460 suggest moderate
social anxiety and scores490 suggest severe social anxiety
(Heimberg et al, 1999). LSAS typically assesses symptoms
during the prior week; however, the scale was modified so
that participants were asked about their symptoms during
the time since previous assessment. Blinded raters used the
17-item Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HDRS-17) to
measure depression (Hamilton, 1960). Blinded raters were
not present for the 3 h following infusions and conducted
assessments at a site different from the clinical unit where the
infusion took place. Also, participants were instructed to not
discuss any aspects of the infusion with blinded raters in
order to avoid inadvertent unblinding by the patient
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discussing dissociative symptoms that frequently occurred
during ketamine infusions. Separate raters present at the
infusion conducted assessments regarding potential disso-
ciative and psychotomimetic side-effects of the infusions
including the Clinician Administered Dissociative States
Scale (CADSS) (Bremner et al, 1998).

Statistical Analyses

All analyses were conducted in SAS version 9.4. All
continuous outcomes (LSAS, VAS, HDRS-17, STAI-S) were
sufficiently normally distributed as evidenced by the
Shapiro–Wilk Test (p-values= 0.28, 0.13, 0.23, 0.21). To
investigate possible carryover effects in our trial, we used a
paired t-test to compare the difference between baseline
ratings in the first and second phase of the trial between
different infusion order (ketamine first, placebo second or
placebo first, ketamine second) for all continuous outcomes
(LSAS, VAS, HDRS-17, STAI-S). When there exists a
significant difference between baseline ratings based on the
sequence of treatments, there is evidence of carryover effects
in a crossover trial, and it is standard to analyze data from
the first phase of the trial. When no significant carryover
effects were present, we analyzed data from both phases of
the crossover trial and present data from the first phase only
as a sensitivity analysis. Carryover effects were demonstrated
for the LSAS but not for other outcomes in this trial (VAS,
HDRS-17, STAI-S), and thus data from the first phase of the
trial were analyzed for the LSAS and its subscales.

Analysis of outcomes with carryover effects. When
evidence of carryover effects was present, we restricted
analysis to phase 1 data in the trial (up to day 14). We used
SAS to construct a mixed-effects linear model with time and
time-by-treatment interaction as included terms in the
model. The restricted maximal likelihood method was used
with an autoregressive covariance structure. We used this
analysis for the LSAS as well as the analysis of LSAS subscale
measures—specifically (1) the LSAS Fear and Avoidance
factors and (2) the LSAS Social Anxiety and Social
Avoidance and LSAS Performance Anxiety and Performance
Avoidance factors (Heimberg et al, 1999).

Analysis of outcomes with no evidence of carryover
effects. We used SAS to construct mixed-effects linear
models for each continuous outcome with treatment,
infusion order, time, and interactions between treatment
and time as well as treatment and infusion order. Infusion
order and interaction between treatment and infusion order
were initially included in the models to additionally examine
possible carryover effects. If these terms were both non-
significant they were dropped from the final model as is
standard in mixed-effects modeling of crossover trials. For all
analyses, time, treatment, and infusion order were included
as within-subject factors. The restricted maximal likelihood
method was used with an autoregressive covariance struc-
ture. We used this method of analysis for the VAS-anxiety,
HDRS-17, and STAI-S. As part of a sensitivity analysis, we
additionally present results for all outcomes with data

Figure 1 Patient recruitment and randomization.
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restricted to phase 1 of the trial given that some evidence of
carryover effects was present in the trial. This analysis was
identical to that outlined in the previous paragraph.

For all outcomes of continuous measures, we also present
Cohen’s d with confidence intervals for least mean square
estimates of treatment effects at each time point. For our
primary outcomes, the VAS-anxiety and LSAS, we report
data on all subjects (as well as secondary analyses involving
STAI-S and CADSS). In our analysis of depression out-
comes, only individuals with HDRS-17415 (suggestive of
mild to moderate depression) (Zimmerman et al, 2013) at
baseline were included.

We also examined the proportion of treatment responders
using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Like prior studies,
treatment response was defined by (1) a greater than 35%
improvement in LSAS score (Bloch et al, 2012) based on the
~ 34% LSAS reduction seen after SSRI treatment (Liebowitz
et al, 2003) and (2) greater than 50% improvement in VAS
score from baseline at any point at least 24 h following
infusion (Williams et al, 2010). For all primary and
secondary outcomes alpha was set at 0.05.

RESULTS

Figure 1 outlines subject flow through recruitment and
enrollment. Of the 18 participants, 94% (n= 17) completed
both infusions. All patients tolerated the ketamine infusion
without adverse outcome. One subject did not participate in
the second infusion (placebo) because she needed to move
out of state earlier than initially anticipated. Table 1 displays
the characteristics of included subjects as a whole sample and
stratified by infusion order. Table 2 displays individual
patient demographic and clinical data.

Carryover Effects

There was evidence of significant carryover effects on the
LSAS at 28 days following initial infusion but not with other
outcome measures. Subjects receiving ketamine first had
significantly lower baseline LSAS ratings prior to the start of
the second treatment phase than subjects receiving placebo
first (mean difference= 15.35, t= 2.84, df= 15, p= 0.012).
Other primary outcomes (VAS: mean difference= 5.76,
t= 0.58, df= 15, p= 0.57) and secondary outcomes (HDRS-
-17: mean difference=− 0.15, t=− 0.08, df= 15, p= 0.94 and
STAI-S: mean difference= 4.26, t= 1.14, df= 15, p= 0.27)
did not demonstrate evidence of significant carryover effects.

Blinded Clinical Ratings of Social Anxiety

Ketamine demonstrated a significant benefit compared to
saline infusion in reducing symptoms of social anxiety as
measured by the LSAS (Time: F8,124= 3.0, p= 0.004 and
Time×Treatment: F9,115= 2.6, p= 0.01). Figure 2 depicts the
change in LSAS ratings over the first 14 days following
infusion in the ketamine as compared to the placebo group.
Ketamine demonstrated a significant benefit at reducing
LSAS scores at 2 (mean difference(diff)= 22.67± 7.28, effect
size (ES)= 1.10, F= 4.9, p= 0.04), 5 (diff= 22.33± 7.28,
ES= 1.09, F= 4.7, p= 0.04) and 10 days (diff= 28.72± 7.36,
ES= 1.37, F= 7.6, p= 0.01) following infusion compared to
placebo. Six of 18 subjects experienced a treatment response

as indicated by a greater than 35% reduction on the LSAS
after ketamine infusion compared to 0 of 17 subjects
receiving placebo (Wilcoxon signed-rank test z= 2.24,
p= 0.025). Neither maximum CADSS rating after ketamine
infusion (F= 0.6, df= 1, 31, p= 0.44) nor age of onset of SAD
(F= 2.5, df= 1, 15, p= 0.14) significantly moderated the
effects of ketamine on LSAS. Table 2 describes individual
patient characteristics and ketamine LSAS response status.
Ketamine also demonstrated significant benefit compared

to placebo in reducing symptoms on the LSAS Fear (Time:
F8,120= 2.2, p= 0.03 and Time ×Treatment: F9,116= 2.3,
p= 0.02) and LSAS Avoidance (Time: F8,122= 2.4, p= 0.02
and Time×Treatment: F9,115= 2.2, p= 0.03) subscales. Ke-
tamine significantly reduced the LSAS Social Anxiety (Time:
F8,122= 2.0, p= 0.06 and Time ×Treatment: F9,116= 3.1,
p= 0.002) and Social Avoidance (Time: F8,120= 1.8, p= 0.08
and Time×Treatment: F9,116= 2.3, p= 0.02) subscales but
not the LSAS Performance Anxiety (Time: F8,121= 2.1,
p= 0.04 and Time ×Treatment: F9,116= 1.5, p= 0.16) and
Performance Avoidance (Time: F8,122= 2.4, p= 0.04 and
Time×Treatment: F9,115= 1.8, p= 0.08) subscales.
Supplementary Figures 1 and 2 depict the changes in each
of the LSAS subscales after ketamine and placebo infusions.

Self-Reported Ratings of Anxiety

Ketamine did not demonstrate a significant difference from
placebo in reducing anxiety symptoms on the VAS (Time:
F10,141= 5.8, po0.001, Treatment: F1,27.4= 3.4, p= 0.07 and
Time×Treatment: F10,141= 0.4, p= 0.95). Figure 3 depicts
the effects of ketamine and placebo on VAS ratings of
anxiety in the first 2 weeks following infusion. There was no
time point when ketamine demonstrated a significant benefit
compared to placebo on VAS ratings of anxiety. When
analysis was restricted to the first phase of the trial in
sensitivity analysis, ketamine still did not show a significant
effect in reducing VAS measures of anxiety compared to
placebo (Time: F10,141= 5.8, po0.001 and Time×Treatment:
F11,139= 0.6, p= 0.80).
Ketamine was associated with a significantly greater

likelihood of response on the VAS compared to placebo
(Wilcoxon signed-rank test z= 2.12, p= 0.034). Sixteen of 18
(88.89%) subjects experienced a treatment response as
indicated by a greater than 50% reduction on the VAS after
ketamine infusion compared to 9 of 17 (52.94%) subjects
receiving placebo. Neither maximum CADSS rating after
ketamine infusion (F= 0; df= 1, 15.9, p= 0.96) nor age of
onset of SAD (F= 0.28, df= 1, 14.9, p= 0.6) significantly
moderated the effects of ketamine on VAS. Table 2 lists
individual patient characteristics and ketamine VAS re-
sponse status. Ketamine demonstrated a significant benefit
on STAI-S ratings of anxiety compared to placebo (Time:
F7,167= 5.4, po0.001, Treatment: F1,47= 8.2, p= 0.006 and
Time×Treatment: F7,167= 1.6, p= 0.12). Ketamine demon-
strated a significant benefit compared to placebo at 1
(diff= 7.76± 2.30, ES= 0.83, F= 5.7, p= 0.02), 7 (diff= 8.53
± 2.28, ES= 0.92, F= 7.0, p= 0.01) and 10 days (diff= 8.39
± 2.64, ES= 0.78, F= 5.0, p= 0.03) following infusion. In
sensitivity analysis, when analysis was restricted to the first
phase of the trial, ketamine also demonstrated significant
benefit compared to placebo in reducing anxiety symptoms
on the STAI-S (Time: F7,78.4= 4.2, po0.001 and Time×
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Table 1 Pretreatment Sample Characteristics Stratified by Infusion Order

Overall Placebo first Ketamine first

Characteristic N= 18 n= 9 n=9

Continuous variables Mean Std Dev Mean Std Dev Mean Std Dev

Age (years) 29.72 11.05 28.67 8.66 30.78 13.50

LSAS 90.67 16.94 87.44 14.53 93.89 19.37

VAS-Anxiety 50.00 18.94 57.78 19.70 47.22 18.89

HDRS17 17.56 7.78 17.89 8.30 17.22 7.71

CADSS 1.44 2.23 2.56 2.60 0.33 1.00

Categorical variables n % n % n %

Female 7 38.89 5 55.56 2 22.22

Race/Ethnicity

Non-Hispanic White 14 77.78 6 66.67 8 88.89

Non-Hispanic Asian 2 11.11 2 22.22 0 0

Hispanic 2 11.11 1 11.11 1 11.11

GAD

Current 9 50.00 4 44.44 5 55.55

Prior 2 11.11 2 22.22 0 0

Specific phobia

Current 2 11.11 0 0 2 22.22

Prior 0 0 0 0 0 0

Panic disorder

Current 1 5.56 0 0 1 11.11

Prior 2 11.11 1 11.11 1 11.11

MDD

Current 3 16.67 2 22.22 1 11.11

Prior 2 11.11 0 0 2 22.22

Persistent depressive disorder

Current 5 27.78 3 33.33 2 22.22

Prior 2 11.11 0 0 2 22.22

SSRI/SNRI

Current 5 27.78 3 33.33 2 22.22

Prior 12 66.67 5 55.56 7 77.78

Benzodiazepine

Current 2 11.11 0 0 2 22.22

Prior 3 16.67 2 22.22 1 11.11

Prior CBT 4 22.22 0 0 4 44.44

Prior psychotherapy (excluding CBT) 6 33.33 4 44.44 2 22.22

Abbreviations: CADSS, Clinician Administered Dissociative States Scale; CBT, cognitive behavioral therapy; GAD, generalized anxiety disorder; HDRS17, 17-item
Hamilton Depression Rating Scale; LSAS, Liebowitz Social Anxiety Scale; MDD, major depressive disorder; SSRI/SNRI, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor/serotonin-
norepinephrine reuptake inhibitor; VAS, Visual Analog Scale.
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Treatment: F8,79.9= 2.8, p= 0.008). Supplementary Figure 3
depicts the changes in STAI-S ratings of anxiety in the first
2 weeks following infusion after both ketamine and placebo
infusions.

Depression Severity

Ketamine did not significantly reduce comorbid depressive
symptoms in the 12 subjects with comorbid depressive
symptoms at baseline (Baseline HDRS17 mean= 22, SD= 5,
range= 16− 30; severe depression is typically defined as
HDRS17⩾ 24) (Zimmerman et al, 2013). There were no
significant differences in reducing depressive symptoms
when results were examined in both phases of the crossover
trial (Time: F8,56.9= 2.0, p= 0.07, Treatment: F1,12.4= 1.5,
p= 0.24 and Time×Treatment: F8,56.9= 1.0, p= 0.49) or
restricted to phase 1 (Time: F8,56.9= 2.0, p= 0.07 and
Time×Treatment: F9,54.6= 0.9, p= 0.52). Supplementary
Figure 4 depicts the changes in HDRS-17 ratings of
depression in the first 2 weeks following infusion after both
ketamine and placebo infusions.

Safety and Tolerability

Ketamine was safe and generally well tolerated by all subjects,
and all ketamine infusions were completed. The most common
side effects of ketamine were paresthesias and numbness
(n= 9), feeling disconnected from reality (n= 7), vision changes
(n= 6), feeling confused/difficulties thinking (n= 6), dizziness

(n= 6), distorted sense of time (n= 4), tachycardia 4100 beats
per minute (n= 4, max heart rate 120), diastolic hypertension
490mmHg (n= 3, max diastolic blood pressure 106), bouts of
laughter (n= 3), distorted hearing (n= 3), visual hallucinations
(n= 3), nausea (n= 3), lightheadedness (n= 3), sense of floating
(n= 2), body feeling heavy (n= 2), increased anxiety during
infusion (n= 2), systolic hypertension4160mmHg (n= 2,
max systolic blood pressure 184) and diastolic hypotension
o60mmHg (n= 2, minimum diastolic blood pressure 49). All
symptoms resolved within 2 h of infusion completion.
Ketamine demonstrated significantly greater dissociative side
effects compared to placebo on the CADSS (Time: F4,131= 19.5,
po0.001, Treatment: F1,73= 6.3, p= 0.01 and Time×Treat-
ment: F4,131= 13.1, po0.01) that peaked during infusion (1 h:
difference= 7.25± 0.70, ES= 2.53, F= 56.1, po0.001) and
dissipated within 2 h following infusion (2 h: difference= 0.02
± 0.70, ES= 0, F= 0, p= 0.99). Figure 4 depicts the change in
CADSS ratings in subjects treated with ketamine and placebo.

DISCUSSION

Ketamine resulted in a significantly greater reduction in
anxiety when compared to placebo as assessed by blinded
ratings on the LSAS but not on self-reported VAS-anxiety
measures. Ketamine also demonstrated significantly greater
number of treatment responders as assessed by both LSAS
and VAS ratings. Our findings provide evidence for the
potential use of ketamine-like compounds for reducing
symptoms in SAD. To our knowledge, this is the first
placebo-controlled study to investigate ketamine’s efficacy in
patients with a DSM-5 anxiety disorder.
The results of the study are consistent with previous work

suggesting that ketamine has anxiolytic effects in patients
with major depression (Salvadore et al, 2009; Zarate et al,
2006). Prior work has also found that ketamine reduced
OCD symptoms (Bloch et al, 2012; Rodriguez et al, 2013).
For example, Rodriguez et al, 2013 found post-infusion
ratings were lower 1 week post-infusion on the Yale-Brown
Obsessive Compulsive Scale (YBOCS) (Rodriguez et al,
2013). Furthermore, a 2017 study of 12 adults with general-
ized anxiety disorder and/or social anxiety found ketamine
reduced anxiety symptoms; however, the study was open
label and there was no placebo control (Glue et al, 2017). Of
note, in our study the overall sample continued to have
moderate social anxiety symptoms post-ketamine despite

Figure 2 Effects of ketamine and placebo on Liebowitz Social Anxiety
Scale (LSAS) score.

Figure 3 Effects of ketamine and placebo on Visual Analog Scale-Anxiety
(VAS) score.

Figure 4 Effects of ketamine and placebo on Clinician Administered
Dissociative States Scale (CADSS) score.
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reductions in symptoms. Two of the six ketamine respon-
ders, as measured by the LSAS, continued to have moderate
social anxiety symptoms 24 h after ketamine infusion.
Additionally, in our study ketamine did not significantly

improve depressive symptoms. Several studies have demon-
strated the efficacy of ketamine for treatment-resistant
depression (Zarate et al, 2006). The lack of efficacy in our
trial is likely due the fact that in our study most patients had
mild to moderate depression as opposed to the more severe
treatment-resistant major depression studied in ketamine
clinical trials (Murrough et al, 2013a; Murrough et al, 2013b;
Zarate et al, 2006). In fact, only three patients in this trial met
criteria for current major depressive disorder. Furthermore,
our study was under-powered to detect a change in
depression ratings. More research is needed to determine
whether ketamine is effective in moderate depression.
A significant limitation of our study was that 17 of 18

patients correctly identified when they received ketamine,
suggesting that the use of saline as a placebo control for
ketamine led to inadequate blinding. This inadequate
blinding was not unique to our study and has been quite
typical in previous saline-controlled ketamine studies. This
functional unblinding may affect self-report measures (eg
VAS) as well as lead to possible reporting bias even on
ratings conducted by blinded raters (eg LSAS, HDRS-17).
Further larger, randomized, midazolam-controlled trials
(Murrough et al, 2013a) should be performed to confirm
the benefits of ketamine for SAD as well as debilitating
anxiety in general. A midazolam-controlled trial would not

fully eliminate the issue of functional unblinding with
ketamine but may reduce the issue somewhat. We would
suggest that these future trials should (1) employ a parallel
rather than crossover design as there seems to be more
durable effects of ketamine on anxiety as compared to
depression (leading to an increased likelihood of carryover
effects) and an active control, even though blinding with
active controls like midazolam is suboptimal (and giving
subjects both medications exacerbates this issue); (2) use
blinded, clinical-ratings of anxiety rather than the VAS as
these gestalt ratings, even though theoretically more sensitive
to change, appear particularly sensitive to momentary or
situational anxiety; and (3) consider additional physiological
measures of anxiety (eg skin conductance) to capture the
effects of ketamine.
Future studies should also explore several other aspects of

administration including the optimal dosing of ketamine for
anxiety and the effects of repeated ketamine dosing on
anxiety symptoms (Murrough et al, 2013b). Future studies
should also include genotyping, specifically for the brain-
derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) allele at rs6265 (Ribeiro
et al, 2007) because the Val/Val BDNF allele at rs6265 has
been associated with greater ketamine antidepressant effects
relative to the effects seen in Met carriers (Laje et al, 2012).
Our trial is meant to demonstrate proof-of-concept for the

potential use of ketamine-like compounds for reducing
symptoms of anxiety. Overall, ketamine appeared to be
effective in alleviating social anxiety symptoms over the short
term. The overall improvement of anxiety symptoms after

Table 2 Individual Participant Characteristics and Ketamine Response

Age/
Sex/
Race

Age of SAD
onset
(years)

Current neuropsychotropic
medications

Infusion
order (first
infusion)

Ketamine
responder on
LSAS and/or VAS

LSAS pre/
post

ketamine

VAS pre/post
ketamine

HDRS17 pre/
post

ketamine

Max CADSS
ketamine/
placebo

25/F/C 14 NONE P VAS 85/86 30/30 21/7 3/0

25/M/A 12 Paroxetine P VAS 99/93 10/0 18/12 3/2

25/M/C 4 NONE K Non-responder 94/94 35/20 26/22 0/0

30/M/C 6 Alprazolam, gabapentin K VAS 84/92 25/25 13/8 9/0

22/M/C 13 Risperidone, sertraline,
bupropion

K LSAS+VAS 126/45 60/0 20/2 9/0

30/F/C 18 Paroxetine P VAS 70/71 65/0 5/0 22/0

32/M/A 13 Bupropion P VAS 96/96 90/65 28/24 5/3

24/F/C 13 NONE P LSAS 52/53 55/55 22/14 16/10

18/M/C 11 Lisdexamfetamine, sertraline,
amitriptyline

P VAS 91/76 30/15 21/10 8/0

44/F/C 5 Amphetamine/
dextroamphetamine mixed salts,
clonazepam

K LSAS+VAS 89/59 65/5 25/9 0/0

33/M/C 30 NONE P VAS 129/128 50/50 25/9 2/9

61/M/C Unknown NONE K LSAS+VAS 72/34 60/30 1/3 6/0

29/M/C 17 Escitalopram K VAS 85/67 75/20 21/20 17/0

48/F/C 12 NONE P VAS 81/67 50/10 16/5 9/0

24/M/C 14 NONE K LSAS+VAS 79/75 25/10 11/5 8/0

23/F/C 19 NONE P VAS 84/85 35/60 5/3 12/6

18/M/C 13 NONE K LSAS+VAS 112/63 50/20 6/6 27/0

24/F/C 5 NONE K VAS 94/66 30/10 12/0 5/—

Abbreviations: A, Asian; C, Caucasian; CADSS, Clinician Administered Dissociative States Scale; F, Female; HDRS17, 17-item Hamilton Depression Rating Scale; K,
Ketamine; LSAS, Leibowitz Social Anxiety Scale; M, Male; P, Placebo; SAD, social anxiety disorder; VAS, Visual Analog Scale for Anxiety.
This table displays the individual characteristics for the participants in the trial listed in order of trial enrollment. Pre/post ketamine and saline results are indicative of
scores received on Day 0 prior to the infusion and on Day 1 (24 h after the infusion), respectively. Response could occur at any point during the 14 days following
infusion (ie some patients responded after Day 1).
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ketamine infusion seemed possibly more modest in scale
(effect size varied from 0.2 to 0.6 on the VAS to 0.74− 1.38
on the LSAS during the first 2 weeks following infusion) but
perhaps more durable than that observed in previous
depression studies. The LSAS measures demonstrated
significant carryover effects 28 days following infusion with
an effect size= 0.93 at 14 days. A possible explanation for the
carryover effects of ketamine is that when a subject’s social
anxiety was reduced, the subject participated in more social
activities. Increased exposure to social activities is a
treatment for SAD (eg CBT) (Peris et al, 2015; Roy-Byrne
et al, 2010; Taylor et al, 2015; Taylor et al, 2017b) and may
have maintained ketamine’s anxiolytic effects. Several
participants reported increased social engagement in the
days following ketamine infusion; however, we did not
systematically track social exposure, and further research is
needed to substantiate this hypothesis. These findings should
not be used as definitive evidence for the use of ketamine as a
long-term treatment for anxiety as this is a small, proof-of-
concept study that did not show significant benefit on all
outcome measures. Several ketamine-like glutamate mod-
ulators, including AXS-05 and esketamine, are under
investigation by pharmaceutical companies and in Clinical
Trial phases II and III for depression (Liu et al, 2016;
Murrough, 2016). Our findings suggest ketamine-like
compounds may also be effective in SAD and could be
investigated for other anxiety disorders.
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